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Abstract

Diabetes mellitus is assuming pandemic proportions and is affecting both the developed and developing countries. India and China are the two most populous countries in the world that account for one-sixth of the world population. The prevalence of diabetes is also very common in these two countries next to that of the United States of America. The unique characteristics of diabetes in Southeast Asians include low body weight, high visceral fat, and also the increased insulin resistance. The developing nations have to grapple with the dual burden of the nutrient deficiency and excess states. The resources allocated for the health are often scarce and have to be utilized optimally in these places. The course and complications of diabetes also differ between the developed and developing nations. In this review, we describe the unique characteristics of diabetes in poor countries and also suggest certain remedial measures to improve the same.
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INTRODUCTION

Economically, 80% of adults with diabetes live in resource poor countries which are low- to middle-income countries. Despite the immense advances in treatment and technology, still, we strive to search for a complete cure of diabetes. In other words, management of diabetes can be expensive as it demands long-term care for the control of glucose and its complications. This burden increasing, as there is the rise in obesity and also the life expectancy. Poverty can be absolute or relative. Absolute poverty is when there is a lack of basic needs of food, clothing, and shelter (complete deprivation). Relative poverty is where the deprivation is such that may not allow for the job, leisure, and entertainment. The mechanisms by which poverty leads to diabetes are discussed beyond the usual ones such as lack of food, environmental toxins, stress, inflation, income, infection, or insurance cover.

WHY LINK POVERTY AND DIABETES?

In absolute terms poverty is defined as a daily income of <2 USD.[1] People in the poorest nation have worst of the health. There is the evident lack of global pharmaceutical spending on health in low-income country <1%, middle (upper and middle each <10%) income country and high-income countries by around 80%.[2] However, poverty has its deleterious effect not only just in the underdeveloped but also in the developed countries, including the UK and USA.[3] 12% of global health expenditure is spent on diabetes ($673 billion). By 2040, 1 adult in 10 (642 million) will have diabetes.[4] Historically, India was the diabetes capital of the world, now being China. Geographically, 20% of diabetes patients live in South East Asia.[5] By 2040, the number will increase by 65% in South and Central America. Nearly
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37% of all adults with diabetes live in the Western Pacific region.

**DIABETES BECAUSE OF POVERTY?**

Many of the factors discussed here are inversely proportional to poverty and diabetes related complications. Education, occupation, income, insurance, the surrounding neighborhood, gender differences all have a link between poverty and diabetes. Patients with a background of lower socioeconomic status have been proven to have more incidences of diabetes. This is not only in resource poor countries but also in rich countries such as USA, UK, Australia, and Israel.

Low birthweight and fetal under-nutrition may have an effect on number of beta cells of the pancreas at the time of birth. Thus, seeds are sown and reap in adulthood as increase insulin secretion and hyperglycemia in later life. This is another reason as socioeconomic status is the main cause of diabetes distribution disproportionately in the population, the Barkers theory/hypothesis.[7] Patients with lower socioeconomic status also are known to get more neuropathy, blindness, kidney disease, and other complications, including poor treatment adherence, poor follow-up, thus amounting to increase morbidity and mortality. Lower socioeconomic status patients either may delay or avoid going for treatment.[8]

**POVERTY BECAUSE OF DIABETES?**

When one takes treatment regularly and religiously, then only we should term it as long life! And not when usually as it is said do I need to take it life long! The dictum is if you take treatment long time, then only life becomes long. Well, this translates, into the direct and indirect costs of managing diabetes. This can be both direct and indirect. The direct costs incurred in are due to monitoring, tablets, injections, medicines, devices for various complications of diabetes. All these would lead to less savings, less time for a job, lack of job depending on ensuing complications. Both together these costs may affect the national per capita income, of the already resource poor countries. This excludes the cost of undiagnosed diabetes and the cry of pain the diabetes patient undergoes. Seventy percent of patients in one study had treatment expenses incurred, increasing poverty in its double!.[9] The maximum amount of resource is spent on drugs for diabetes,[9] in some resource poor countries. However, most of these patients choose to handle hunger to handling disease, and end up in feeding self and children rather than treatment.

**CAN POOR NEIGHBORHOOD AFFECT DIABETES?**

Studies have proven earlier about the risks of poor neighborhoods and diabetes onset. In one such study, people were 38% less likely to develop diabetes if neighborhoods were well resourced with healthy food and exercise.[10] lack of grounds, gardens, groceries, greenery, amounts to poor walkability, and poor motivation for physical activity. This point in the treatment of diabetes is important, as we, usually think of a medical issue only in the management, however we should also think in line of the neighborhood and poverty as additional causes of preventable factors for diabetes.

**URBAN POOR, RURAL POOR AND DIABETES**

Difficulties faced by the urban poor are, (1) Patient related: Familial and financial constraints, (2) Doctor related: Attitude and communication related and (3) Health care system related.[11] This indicates the role of poverty even in the urban areas of cities with better health facilities than rural areas. The prevalence of diabetes is more in rural areas. Body mass index, age, gender, and income was associated with more prevalence. The issues are those of distant hospitals and insurances that are lacking for the rural patients to take benefit from. In rural areas, not only access to medical facilities, availability of fruits and vegetables may be an issue, as they would be more inclined to sell them to make their daily wages and income to feed the family. For all above factors, patients in rural areas may be away from the real benefits of treatment medications, and advances in management of diabetes and complications.

**CHILDHOOD POVERTY AND DIABETES**

Childhood poverty may influence development of various diseases such as, respiratory disease, diabetes, psychiatric disorders, and some cancers in addition to the poor economy for resource poor countries. Economic status of the child and family during this period affects adult onset of diabetes, even if later economic status is improved.[12] Childhood poverty may be both absolute and relative. It may result in adulthood diabetes as in one study, there was a 80% more chance of having diabetes in adulthood, in children growing from lower socioeconomic status, compared to higher socioeconomic status. It was 50% higher even after correcting factors such as income, job, height, weight, alcohol, smoking, activity, and education completed in adulthood.[12] Manual worker at childhood only increases chances of diabetes by 55%, whereas being a manual worker at childhood and adulthood both increased to 241%.[13]
SEX DIFFERENCES IN DIABETES AND POVERTY

Gendered nature of diabetes care is an important hindrance in the community in resource poor countries. Women empowerment is an integral part of treating diabetes, whether rich or poor. It has its importance in the treatment of not only the lady with diabetes but also any other member having diabetes in the family. Women in lower socioeconomic status are involved in cooking and caring for the family, not involved in employment or outdoor activities, making them less susceptible to medical facilities, by not moving out of the house, be it for a walk or a distant medical care. Women should be the first point of contact for family therapy and diabetes, this shall reduce the familial constraints in the poor and facilitate diabetes management. There is 4 times the risk of developing diabetes, in the lowest third socioeconomic status group compared to women in upper socioeconomic status, in Peru.[14]

On the other hand, women also face issues with intergenerational conflicts in the treatment, for example, between mother in law and daughter in law.[11] This may limit the needed amount of care for the elderly and others. Of the several studies, Peruvian men had 2 increased risk of developing high fasting glucose than upper socioeconomic status men.[15] One different point in men poverty and diabetes is that in some studies men had positive mood, energy and well-being than women,[16] thus making their diabetes treatment better in time.

TEACHING PATIENT, TRAINING FAMILY, AND TREATING POVERTY

Education of the patient and family members stands prominent part of treating the poor patient. Evidence for that comes from certain studies, belonging to low, middle and low income people. In a Mexican study, looking for changes in diet and activity, patients were called for education along with invitation to family members. It showed improvements in dietary and exercise patterns of the patients.[17] for the resource poor countries and the poor patient, not only education for diet or exercise, but also for complications and insulin education, family holds a good great window to aid in the management of diabetes.[14] Breaching the gap between doctor/educator and patients from resource poor countries by educating is important than just putting a blame on the patient.

HEALTH IMPLICATIONS

Large proportions of death and disability due to diabetes are preventable, given proper self-care, patient and family education, better control of complications.[14] Diabetes awareness, education, primary prevention, and family therapy are a few important steps to be taken for the reduction of the burden of poverty and diabetes. Moving into a low poverty zone from a high poverty zone is beneficial in terms of changes in the selection of foods and perception toward diabetes. In one study, this helped in reduction of glycated hemoglobin by 25%.[18]

Of the noncommunicable diseases, diabetes still is deadly for the poorest of developed countries. Thus, poverty has effects beyond resource poor countries. Patients in resource poor countries suffer disproportionately due to hyperglycemia and related complications than others! Clinicians should emphasize on how to apply interventions in patients in resource poor countries. We need to understand the consequences of poverty, and how it affects socially. Every rich person has seen poverty in theirs front in the form of their employed personnel, be it a maid or a servant.

CONCLUSIONS

Prevention of risk factors of diabetes effectively at lower socioeconomic status needs to be implemented urgently. The availability of primary care, medicines, education, healthy food, and surroundings are needed to be implied in the national policies of resource poor countries, to make management of diabetes in such areas a success! Preventing and treating diabetes in resource poor countries itself will save a lot, and diverting health an economy to resource rich country.
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